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to learn more about all these tools, you'll need to learn how to use
them. you dont need to master every tool but you will need to
spend some time in the store menu learning how to use each tool
and how to use them together. i always recommend studying the
online help, too, and the many online tutorials on adobe's website.
there are also plenty of sketchbook videos on youtube, and online
drawing forums with lots of sketchbook tutorials you can watch. in
case you don't know, sketchbook is an affordable tool for creating
and sharing digital art. it comes with a full set of drawing and
painting tools. you can also make use of more than 10 add-on
drawing tools and tutorial videos. sketchbook features 36 pre-
made drawing pens, 50 brushes, and a structured sketch pad.
there are also many shapes and advanced shading features. the
old-fashioned sketch is a visual record of an idea in progress. now
with sketchbook, you can include your graphic ideas at any stage
of completion and share them with everyone. sketchbook is
designed specifically for sketching, but it has many features that
make it great for drawing, painting, and photo retouching, as well
as for illustration, web design, and all your creative needs. we've
made some tweaks to the microsoft store app to make it easier to
find what you want and offer helpful product recommendations
when you're on the go. you can also search by any term at the top
of any page. we'll show you the best device deals on offer from
our partners. don't forget to check out our new microsoft store
app for android and ios.
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open the color puck and pick any color from its wheel. select any
area and the color is applied to it automatically, leaving none of

the original white of the paper untouched. you can choose a color
for your computer background, too. make sure youre using the
right color. you should be using 2b (black), 2g (gray), 15f (light

yellow), 12f (medium orange), or 84c (dark orange). do you need
some help picking the right color for a scene? in the color selector
panel click on the invert button. all the colors in the color wheel

will flip upside-down. don't worry. the wheel is totally usable. just
like with the brush puck, you cant save these colors-you cant click
the puck to save to a palette. just use the color wheel in a regular
way. its important to review your sketches often. at the bottom of
each page in sketchbook are several sections, beginning with the
scene, the drawings, the story, and the workflow. youre also given
the opportunity to write down commentary on your sketch or an
idea for the story. this is a critical aspect of the drawing process.
stick to a schedule. sketching a series of pictures takes practice-if
your sketchbook is a vehicle for practicing rather than a notebook
for logistic feats, youll actually be able to finish sketches instead
of wasting your time on sketchbooks. sketchbook sketchbook has
a wide range of different drawing tools and features.the pencil,

the brush, the shape tool, the color tool and the eraser. but there
are other features, too, like the stickers, the eraser, the white
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edges, the sky, the weather and much more. and its all very easy
to use, too. icons and buttons are clearly labeled and functions are

grouped logically so you can quickly and easily access them.
buttons are color coded to help you find them. and you dont have
to use all these tools, either. in the 4.4 release of sketchbook we

introduced a new "style" that works in many tools. it's not
exclusive to sketchbook, but it is a great way to begin a drawing
and it helps keep you on track. the 4.4 release also includes new

layout options, the ability to auto-arrange and organize your page,
and an improved way to share your work online. 5ec8ef588b
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